An Appeal for generous contribution on humanitarian ground for financial help for persons affected in recent riots occurred in North-East Delhi.

In continuation to my appeal vide No. 205/FO/2020 dated 29.02.2020, the contributors are requested to mention the purpose of donation and also the transaction details for acknowledgement and future correspondence on the following e-mails:

1. fo.amu@amu.ac.in
2. drsmjawed@gmail.com

The accounts details are as follows

A. If the donor is Indian National-

1. Account Name: AMU Alumni Fund.
2. Account No.: 0364101056837.
4. Branch Name: AMU Branch.
5. IFSC Code: CNRB0005247.
6. Swift Code: CNRBINBBALG.
7. MICR Code: 202015005.

B. If the donor is Foreign National/Foreign Institution-

1. Name of Account: Finance Officer, AMU, (FCRA).
3. FCRA Account No.: 032701000350.
4. IFSC Code No.: ICIC0000327.
5. Swift Code No.: ICICINBBCTS.

(Prof. S. M. Jawed Akhtar)
Finance Officer
FINANCE & ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH
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An Appeal for generous contribution on humanitarian ground for financial help for persons affected in recent riots occurred in North-East Delhi.

Recently riots have occurred in North East Delhi which has led to loss of many lives and huge amount of property. In this regard Aligarh Muslim University has taken initiative through an appeal to its employee for voluntary contribution to the members of affected families on humanitarian ground. Retired employees, Alumni etc. who also wish to contribute may send donations in the below mentioned Bank Accounts. The Vice-Chancellor will constitute a Committee of senior Employees which will decide the format and criteria of payment to the members of affected families.
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6. Swift Code : CNRBINBBALG.
7. MICR Code : 202015005.

B. If the donor is Foreign National/Foreign Institution-

1. Name of Account : Finance Officer, AMU, (FCRA).
3. FCRA Account No. : 032701000350.
5. Swift Code No. : ICICINBBCTS.

(Prof. S. M. Jawed Akhtar)
Finance Officer